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WELCOME TO CHARLES WADE FINANCE
An established, independent financial advisory business
providing a personal, high-quality service for individuals,
trusts and businesses.

OUR
SERVICES

ABOUT US AND THE PEOPLE WE
WORK WITH
At Charles Wade Finance we work with clients who value
dealing with skilled, qualified and experienced professionals with
a track record in the industries in which they advise.
We help you to develop and execute sound long-term financial
plans. Being fully independent allows us to utilise our abilities
and knowledge for the benefit of the only people we work for
— our clients.
We appreciate taking professional advice comes with an
element of trust, something this business has taken huge pride
in building with our clients since it began in 2010.
Here we focus on the heart of any well made financial plan
— managing capital effectively.

“As a client for many
years it's clear James
and Charlie know the
areas in which they
advise well.
I trust them to act in
my best interests which
frees up my time.”
Nick, Marketing Executive,
London
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OUR DIRECTORS

CHARLIE WADE, DipPFS
Managing Director
Head of Mortgages and Protection

JAMES WADE, CFA DipPFS
Head of Financial Planning and Investments

Charlie founded CWF in 2010, having previously
worked in the property and financial services
industries. He has a wealth of experience in
the mortgage market in both a banking and
advisory capacity. He has also worked as an
agent in buying and selling property, and
manages his own property portfolio.

James joined CWF in 2016 after 12 years at
Chicago hedge fund TradeLink Worldwide. His
whole career has been dedicated to creating
value, understanding risk, and mastering the
trade-off between risk and reward.

Charlie has an in-depth knowledge and
understanding of the landscape in which he
operates, both as a financial advisor and as
a mortgage broker. He is the highest rated
mortgage broker on Vouchedfor, a leading
independent review site, reflecting an
instinctive ability to anticipate problems and
determination to solve them.

“

James is a Chartered Financial Analyst — a
qualification widely regarded as the industry
'gold standard'. The CFA Institute promotes
the highest standards of ethics, education, and
professional excellence.
His knowledge and experience allow clients of
CWF to enjoy the advantages of being private
individual investors, whilst harnessing the
discipline of an institutional approach.

“Good financial planning is a series of clear, well thought
through decisions to best achieve your objectives, executed with
consistency and discipline. It is not a one-off event, rather an
ongoing process that evolves with time as personal, financial
and market conditions change.” ~James Wade

WE WILL:

”

•• Work hard to gain a detailed understanding of your personal circumstances,
and of your short and long-term financial objectives.

•• Create a robust financial plan tailored to your individual needs.
•• Help you to be cost, time and tax efficient and to feel in control of your 		
financial affairs and future.

•• Build a trusting long-term relationship with you and always act in your best
interests in order to offer continuity, security and peace of mind.
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MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR MONEY
An important part of working your capital effectively is achieving
the right balance between readily available day-to-day cash and
longer-term investments. Everyone’s financial situation is different.

LIKELY
BENEFITS
MAIN
RISKS

SHORT TERM
FUNDS

LONGER TERM
INVESTMENT

SECURITY

HIGHER AVERAGE RETURNS

ACCESSIBILITY

INFLATION PROTECTION

INFLATION

SHORT TERM VOLATILITY

OPPORTUNITY COST

CAPITAL AT RISK

Any long-term
investment will always
be subject to shortterm volatility. It is
important that you
do not leave yourself
short of readily
accessible cash.

There is a trade-off between the liquidity and certainty of cash
versus the higher, long-term returns of equities and assetbacked investments. Whilst your readily accessible cash funds
are unlikely to grow in inflation adjusted terms, they are vital
for short-term expenditure. For the remainder of your capital,
appropriate tax-efficient investment will maximise the growth
potential of your money.

THE POWER OF COMPOUNDING RETURNS
Annualised real returns
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Source: Bloomberg, Bloomberg Barclays,
Dimson, FactSet, Marsh and Staunton ABN
AMRO/LBS Global Investment Returns
calculated from the Yearbook 2008, J.P.
Morgan Asset Management. J.P. Morgan
estimates from 2008. Equities: FTSE 100;
Bonds: JPMorgan GBP Government Bond
Index; Cash: three-month GBP Libor (prior
to 2008 cash is short-dated Treasury bills).
Past performance is not a reliable indicator
of current and future results. Guide to the
Markets — UK. Data as of 30 June 2018.
The value of units can fall as well as rise,
and you may not get back all of your
original investment.
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YOUR JOURNEY WITH
CHARLES WADE FINANCE

STEP

1

YOUR INITIAL
ASSESSMENT

Whilst the scope of the work we undertake is wide, every
client’s journey begins in the same way in order to ensure that
we give you the best possible advice and deliver consistent,
high-quality results.

YOUR NO-COST, NO-OBLIGATION INITIAL
ASSESSMENT: WHAT WILL WE DISCUSS?
Personal and financial circumstances:
•• PERSONAL CIRCUMSTANCES: Family, lifestyle and work 		
arrangements.

••
••
••
••

ASSESSING YOUR RISK
TOLERANCE
The initial assessment process
requires you to complete a
risk questionnaire produced
by Moody’s Analytics. This
considers your tolerance of,
and inclination towards taking
investment risk.
The results of the
questionnaire are categorised
across a risk appetite
spectrum which ranges from
‘cautious’ to ‘adventurous’.

EXISTING INVESTMENTS: Assets and liabilities currently held.
INCOME: Current and expected future income.
EXPENDITURE: Current and future expenditure.

RISK PROFILE: Attitude towards risk and willingness to take
		 investment risk in anticipation of higher returns.

•• TAX LIABILITIES: Current and future tax position.
The initial assessment process may include writing to
your existing providers to obtain full details of current policies
and investments.

Objectives and what is important to you. For example:
••
••
••
••
••

Protecting your assets and wealth.
Achieving the lifestyle you want for your future.
Planning when and how you want to retire.
Identifying and covering off risks or shortfalls.
Leaving a tax-efficient legacy.

Constraints and considerations:
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••
••
••
••

Investment time horizon.
Tax position.
Liquidity requirements.
Other unique circumstances.

STEP

FORMULATING
YOUR INVESTMENT
APPROACH
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The next step is to develop an investment mandate tailored to
your circumstances, time horizons and the level of investment risk
you are willing to take in order to meet your objectives.

TIME: AN INVESTOR'S ALLY
The longer your money is invested using a robust and consistent
investment approach, the higher your probability of a favourable
outcome. The biggest threat to a favourable outcome is cutting your
planned time horizon short.
Increased certainty of return over time
(moderately adventurous investor)
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WHY AN INVESTOR MIGHT CUT THEIR TIME
HORIZON SHORT:

1.
2.

Access to capital needed sooner than expected.

3.

During periods of less favourable market conditions it 		
becomes too uncomfortable to remain committed.

Unrealistic expectations cause disillusionment.
Well-made, long-term plans are abandoned.

We mitigate these risks as far as we can through a proper
understanding of our client’s financial requirements
and attitude to investment risk, along with setting clear
expectations at the outset.

In favourable conditions
investing seems easy. There
will be times when this is not
the case and our role is to
provide clear, logical thought
to reassure you and help you
"stay the course". This is vital for
positive, long-term outcomes.

The value of units can fall as well as rise,
and you may not get back all of your
original investment.
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STEP

3

A PORTFOLIO TO
MATCH YOUR APPROACH

Your selected investment approach must align to your
circumstances and objectives.
We use the expertise and experience of James Wade CFA,
supported by industry-leading research software to provide an
objective and consistent approach to building client portfolios.

Industry-leading Financial
Services Research Software

The Moody's Economic Scenario Generator model is the industry's
pre-eminent resource for managing investment risk and one of the
few models capable of measuring risk on forward looking basis.
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Graph for illustrative purposes only.

DIVERSIFYING YOUR PORTFOLIO
“James opened my

mind to a broader
spectrum of investment
possibilities, including
tax-efficient options
and ideas for a more
balanced portfolio.”

Kris, Options Broker,
London
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A unique feature of investing in financial assets is the ability to
gain small amounts of exposure to lots of different businesses and
investments at very little incremental cost. Diversifying a portfolio in
this way allows us to remove the risks associated with investing in a
single business, property or security without sacrificing any potential
long-term average return. In short, diversifying allows for higher
risk-adjusted returns.

•• Too little diversification results in taking more risk than is 		
necessary for a given expected return.

•• Too much diversification will hinder returns due to higher costs
or overly dilute the quality investments within your portfolio.

RECOMMENDATIONS

STEP

4

Following our thorough assessment process we will make
investment recommendations tailored to your unique
circumstances. This will include the underlying investments,
the selected provider(s) and the most effective way in
which to house these using the tax-efficient wrappers and
personal allowances available to you. We will also outline any
recommendations relating to other aspects of your finances at
this time.

OUR INDEPENDENCE IS YOUR GAIN
As fully independent financial advisers, we are able to select
investments from the whole breadth of the market. When
selecting investment funds and managers, we consider their
track records in varying market conditions, the sectors in which
they invest, the consistency of their approach, and how well the
funds combine with the other elements of your portfolio.

OVER TO YOU
You will receive a written proposal detailing your individual
recommendations and clearly explaining all associated costs,
including our fees.

IMPLEMENTATION
Once our recommendations meet your approval we will
implement these for you, keeping you well informed during
the process.

Whatever your goals
we will select what we
believe to be the most
suitable investment
options from the many
thousands available in
the marketplace.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO WELCOMING YOU
AS A CLIENT OF CHARLES WADE FINANCE
AND WORKING WITH YOU FOR MANY
YEARS TO COME.
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1

2

3

Initial assessment of
your circumstances
and objectives

Setting a mandate
and managing client
expectations

Tailoring your
investment approach

Our Annual Review
Service delivers
excellent long-term
outcomes for our
clients by being time,
cost and tax efficient.

STEP

4
Portfolio
recommendations
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YOUR ANNUAL
REVIEW SERVICE

Whilst the value of a soundly-made plan is unquestionable, even
the best plans will need to evolve with time. As a private client of
Charles Wade Finance your annual financial review ensures that
your financial plan and investment strategy remain up-to-date
and appropriate to your circumstance.

THE IMPORTANCE OF STAYING AHEAD OF
THE GAME
The cost of not maintaining an appropriate financial or
investment plan can be extremely high. The process of regularly
reviewing your circumstances and optimising accordingly with an
experienced professional costs very little in comparison. It also
brings with it peace of mind and perspective.

BENEFITS OF BECOMING A PRIVATE CLIENT
As a private client of Charles Wade Finance
you can expect:

•• A personalised service with an annual review of

your overall financial plan with the same adviser

•• Access to discuss or amend areas of your financial
plan whenever you need our advice

•• Bespoke tax planning
•• Retirement and estate planning
•• Access to in-house portfolios

(annual management cost saving of 0.5%–1%
versus comparable ‘off the shelf’ products)

•• Sourcing and due diligence on tax efficient 		
investment opportunities

•• A first-class mortgage offering
•• Referrals where required to our network of 		
professional associates

Estate, Inheritance and Tax Planning advice are not
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WHO ARE CHARLES WADE FINANCE?
WHERE ARE OUR FEES TAKEN FROM?
Q1. Charles
Wade Finance provides a fully independent Q5. All fees for our service will be discussed in detail
advisory and financial planning service covering
mortgages, financial and estate planning,
family trust work, pensions, investments and
insurance. Charles Wade Finance is an appointed
representative of The On-Line Partnership Limited,
which is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority.

ARE IN PARTNERSHIP?
Q2. InWHO
Partnership is the trading name of The

On-Line Partnership Limited. It is a fast-growing
network of over 500 investment, mortgage, and
protection advisers. In Partnership provide ancillary
compliance and technological support and their
investment committee act as a second layer of due
diligence on any investment recommendations
we make. In Partnership is owned by Russell
Investments Systems Limited, one of the world’s
leading investment companies. Russell Investments
Systems Limited has almost £1.5 trillion in assets
under advice.

HOW OFTEN DO YOU REVIEW MY SITUATION?
Q3. We
will meet up at least once every year to review
your situation. At this meeting, you will be able
to update your adviser on any changes in your
circumstances and the adviser will update you on
the progress of your assets held with us.

Q4.

DOES CHARLES WADE FINANCE HANDLE
YOUR MONEY?
No. We never hold your money personally. This
will always be held by an authorised investment
company or an authorised insurance company.
All investment products and providers we use are
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).

with you and put in writing. Fees can include an
initial charge for any investments or transfers, as
well as an ongoing fee to review and service your
policies. Initial fees can either be paid to us directly
or out of any investment or pension transfer. You
will always have a small percentage of liquidity
(cash) within your portfolio, from which we will take
the ongoing fees.

HAPPENS IF A PENSION PROVIDER
Q6. WHAT
GOES BUST?

In the unlikely event of your provider entering into
administration, retail clients will have their funds
and the market value of assets returned to them
from the client money bank account/ custodian
account. As these bank accounts are held by
your provider in trust for underlying clients, no
other general creditor can access or make claim
to the funds contained therein. Furthermore,
your money and investments are eligible for
compensation under the Financial Services
Compensation Scheme (FSCS) for up to £50,000
if the company is unable to repay investments
or money. Compensation under the FSCS is also
triggered in the event of losses arising from bad
investment advice, poor investment management
or misrepresentation.

HAPPENS IF CHARLES WADE FINANCE
Q7. WHAT
CLOSES?
As all your investments are held with the
custodians, they will not be affected in any way
if Charles Wade Finance were to close. Due to
our regular ongoing reviews, you will always have
an up-to-date investment plan which you can
choose to continue to follow yourself or you can
seek advice elsewhere to ensure you continue to
maintain your outlined path.

CHARLES WADE FINANCE
Making your money work for you.

3rd Floor
9 Whitehall
London
SW1A 2DD
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